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Abstract

Cognitive impairments can be a significant problem after a traumatic brain injury (TBI),

which affects millions worldwide each year. There is a need for establish reproducible cogni-

tive assays in rodents to better understand disease mechanisms and to develop therapeutic

interventions towards treating TBI-induced impairments. Our goal was to validate and stan-

dardize the radial arm water maze (RAWM) test as an assay to screen for cognitive impair-

ments caused by TBI. RAWM is a visuo-spatial learning test, originally designed for use with

rats, and later adapted for mice. The present study investigates whether test procedures,

such us the presence of extra-maze cues influences learning and memory performance.

C57BL/6 mice were tested in an 8-arm RAWM using a four-day protocol. We demonstrated

that two days of training, exposing the mice to extra-maze cues and a visible platform, influ-

enced learning and memory performance. Mice that did not receive training performed

poorer compared to mice trained. To further validate our RAWM protocol, we used scopol-

amine. We, also, demonstrated that a single mild closed head injury (CHI) caused deficits in

this task at two weeks post-CHI. Our data supported the use of 7 trials per day and a spaced

training protocol as key factor to unmask memory impairment following CHI. Here, we pro-

vide a detailed standard operating procedure for RAWM test, which can be applied to a vari-

ety of mouse models including neurodegenerative diseases and pathology, as well as when

pharmacological approaches are used.

Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major public health problem worldwide and leads to tempo-

rary or permanent physical and cognitive impairments. In particular, people with a history of

TBI have an increase risk to develop dementia and neurodegenerative disease [1, 2].

Mechanisms of selective vulnerability to cognitive deficits following a mild TBI are still not

well understood, and the use of animal models accelerate a better understanding of the
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pathological and behavioral outcome associated with a mild TBI. Novel object recognition

(NOR) and Morris water maze (MWM) test are the two most popular assays used to evaluate

cognitive function after mild TBI [3]. While the radial arm water maze (RAWM) task is

becoming a standard tool to assess memory in rodents, only a few studies have used it as tool

to evaluate memory in mice after mild TBI [3], and no study has validated optimal methods

for the behavior following a mild TBI.

In 1984, Buresova et al. described a “radial maze in the water tank”, making this the first

time that water was used as an aversive stimulus in a radial maze [4]. A significant advantage

of RAWM is that food deprivation is not required, and odors that could be used by the animal

as cues are eliminated. A few years later, Hyde et al. [5] tested three inbred strains of mice in

RAWM. Since then, several protocols and multiple variations (4–12 arms) of the maze have

been used, with RAWM protocols as short as 2 days, where mice undergo up to a total of 30

trials [6] or 20 trials [7]. Other protocols, instead, are 7 days long and mice are trained in four

trials per day [8]. These are just a few examples of a large variety of RAWM protocols used in

many different laboratories.

Training schedule affects level of acquisition in humans [9], rodents [10–16], invertebrates

such as the mollusk Aplysia California [17–20], Drosophila Melanogaster [21], bees [22], and in

non-human primates [23]. In particular, it has been shown that a more robust memory forma-

tion is linked to spaced training rather than a massed training [10–13, 24, 25] where short or

no intervals are employed. Moreover, irregular spaced training may enhance learning [26].

The goal of this paper is to test if mice trained in a spaced RAWM training protocol have

the ability to learn the task with a total of 28 trials spaced over 4 days. We hypothesized that

reducing the number of trials per day would improve their ability to learn and reduce fatigue.

An added benefit is the ability to increase the capability to test more mice in one session. The

result of our study, support our hypothesis that few trials per day spaced over 4 days, is sensi-

tive at detecting cognitive deficits following a mild closed head injury (CHI). Our RAWM pro-

tocol will likely be widely applicable to detect cognitive deficits in other mouse models of

injury or disease.

Materials and methods

Chemical

Scopolamine hydrobromide was purchased from Sigma (cat. no.6533-68-2). It was dissolved

in double-distilled water, sterile filtered (0.2 um sterile filter; VWR North America, cat. #

76012–774) and administered at a dose of 1 mg/Kg/10 ml. Intraperitoneal (ip) injections were

performed 30 minutes before trial 1 every day during the 4-day test. Scopolamine was freshly

prepared each day animals were dosed.

Animals

All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

(IACUC) of the University of Kentucky and experiments were conducted in accordance with

the standards of proper experimentation in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Ani-

mals and ARRIVE guidelines.

The study used 141 adult mice (72/69 ♀/♂) 3–4 months old, C57BL/6J mice (Jackson labo-

ratory, Bar Harbor, ME; stock number: 000664). The number of mice used for each experi-

ment is reported in the figure legend. Animals were group-housed (4–5 per cage) in a

controlled humidity (43–47%) and temperature (22-23º C) environment and 12/12-h (7 am-7

pm) light/dark cycle with free access to food and water. Behavioral experiments were con-

ducted by the same operator (TM) and performed between 7.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m.
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Mice were assigned randomly to groups before the start of each experiment. Each cage had

at least one animal from each group/ treatment in a random order. The person performing the

scopolamine injections (KNR) and CHI surgery (ADB) blinded the experimental groups from

the person performing RAWM test (TM). The person performing the RAWM test (TM), three

days before the beginning of the experiment transferred the mice to a clean cage, marked the

tail for easy identification, and handled them for the following three days. For the handling, a

mouse was allowed to explore the experimenter’s arm and hand for 1–2 min, then returned to

its home cage. Mice were never exposed to the maze before the start of the experiment. During

the behavioral tests, mice were transferred to the experimental room and relocated in a clean

recovery cage without bedding at least 30 minutes before the start of the test. The recovery

cage had paper towels inside and was placed half on a heating pad to help the mice recovery

from the swimming activity and half off the heat. Also, during the test, wet paper towels were

promptly replaced, so mice could have a faster recovery in a dry and warm recovery cage. Male

and female mice were tested in separate cohorts.

Radial arm water maze apparatus

The RAWM test was performed in a circular pool (diameter = 121 cm, depth 75 cm, Fig 1A

and 1B) (MazeEngineers, Boston, MA). A base (9 cm high), and an 8-shaped platform were

added to the pool and eight identical metal inserts having a V shape (approximately 65 cm

high by 42 cm long) were inserted in the pool to make an 8 arm RAWM (Fig 1A and 1B).

Arms were raised 9 cm above the level of water, to discourage mice from climbing over the

inserts and jumping in the dead area of the pool or on the floor. The arms were made of stain-

less steel to avoid corrosion due to the continuous contact to the water. The water was made

opaque by the addition of white liquid non-toxic paint (Sax 2684 Versatemp Non-Toxic Heavy

Body Tempera Paint), and the water temperature was held constant at 21 ± 1º C. The escape

platform was a circular (diameter 8 cm, 57 cm high, Fig 1C) clear acrylic adjustable platform

submerged 1 cm below the water level in one of the eight arms and was defined as the “goal

arm”. The apparatus was isolated from the rest of the room by double black black-out curtains.

Fig 1. Pool and cues used for RAWM test. (A) RAWM pool is shown with a mouse swimming to reach the visible platform. Four cues (square- not shown

in the picture-, triangle, cross and checker board) are equally spaced around pool. (B) Dimensions of platform, (C) flag and (D) cues are reported as

reference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232862.g001
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Four extra-maze cues (triangle, square, checkerboard pattern and cross made of white corru-

gated plastic and black vinyl material; Fig 1E) were hung on the inside of these curtains around

the pool (Fig 1A) at a height of 12 cm from the top of the pool to the cues. Four dimmable

overhead lights were used and light intensity was kept between 4 and 6 lux in each arm and

center of the maze. The platform was made visible by a flag (16 cm high, Fig 1D) when needed.

A camera was positioned directly above the center of the pool and all experiments were

recorded. EthoVision XT 11.0 (Noldus Information Technology) was used for video recording

and scoring behavior.

Radial arm water maze 7-trial protocol

Mice were tested for a total of 4 days and received 7-trial per day. To reduce fatigue, the 7 trials

were divided in two blocks: block 1(trials 1–3) and block 2 (trials 4–7). To encourage mice to

learn the location of the platform, an alternation of visible and hidden platform was used dur-

ing block 1 of training days (trial 1 and 3, day 1 and 2) and a hidden platform was used during

block 2 (Fig 2A). During testing days, the platform was hidden in both block 1 and block 2

(Fig 2B).

A staggered design was used with both cohort 1 and 2 completing block 1 before moving

on to block 2 (Fig 2C). Mice that did not find the platform in 60 seconds were gently guided to

it. Each mouse was given 15 seconds on the platform at the end of each trial to explore and

memorize the spatial cues. When the trial was over, the mouse was gently removed from the

pool, dried with a towel and returned to a heated drying recovery cage before the next trial.

The goal arm was the same during all the trials and between mice, but the drop location varied

between trials in a semi-random fashion (Fig 2A and 2B). To evaluate if the animals were

using extra-maze cues to locate the platform, a group of mice was tested in the same maze but

the extra-maze cues were removed and the platform was never made visible during the 4-day

test. To reduce learning limitations due to fatigue and massive training [10–14, 24, 25] mice

were tested in cohorts containing 10–15 mice each.

An error was scored every time the mouse entered an arm that did not contained the plat-

form or when it entered the goal arm without escaping. If the mouse spent more than 15 sec-

onds in the same zone, arm or center, it was also counted as an error. Total number of errors,

latency to escape, distance and velocity were recorded.

Fig 2. Step-by-Step procedure of RAWM test during training and testing days. During training days (day 1 and 2), the platform is made visible by a flag

during block 1 (trial 1 and 3). During the testing days (day 3 and 4), the platform is hidden during all trials. The drop location of the mice varies in a semi-

random fashion as shown by the red arrow. To reduce fatigue and learning limitation, a staggered design is used in RAWM test, with one cohort (10–15

mice) tested in a block before and then a second cohort is tested. Time between trials for each mouse is on average 15–20 minutes, and on average the time

between blocks is 60–75 minutes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232862.g002
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A step-by-step standard operating procedure has been provided and it is available on www.

protocols.io (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bb84iryw)

Closed head injury surgery

The mild closed Head Injury (CHI) model was used in this study to demonstrate the applica-

bility of this new behavioral protocol. CHI was performed as previously described using a digi-

tal stereotactically (Stoelting) guided electromagnetic impactor device to produce a highly

reproducible TBI with minimal mortality [27, 28]. Mice were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane

before the surgery and kept under anesthesia with continuous inhalation of isoflurane (2.5–

3%, 1L/min) through a nose cone during surgery. Before the surgery body weight was

recorded, the head was shaved, sterilized with 70% ethanol and 4% lidocaine cream was

applied. Each mouse was secured in a digital stereotaxic frame (Stoelting; Wood Dale, IL,

USA) using ear bars. The skull exposed after a midline sagittal incision was made. A 1 ml latex

pipette bulb was placed under the head of the mouse and filled with water, this helped to dif-

fuse the force of the impact away from the ear bars.

CHI mice received a single controlled midline impact (coordinates: mediolateral, 0.0 mm;

anteroposterior, 1.5 mm) 1.0 mm deep with a controlled velocity of 5.0+0.2 m/s and a dwell

time of 100 ms using a stereotaxic electromagnetic impactor (Impact one, Leica; Buffalo

Grove, IL, USA) equipped with a 5.0 mm flat steel tip. Sham-injured mice received identical

surgical procedures as the CHI group, but no impact was delivered. Following impact, the inci-

sion was sutured, body weight was monitored up to 5 days post-surgery. Sutures were removed

1-week post-surgery. Starting at 14 days post-surgery, mice were tested in RAWM test. Exclu-

sion criteria for the CHI model included skull fractures or prominent vestibular disturbances,

including tilting of the head, or slight spin when lowered. No mice were excluded from the

study following the CHI.

Statistical analysis

JMP Pro software version 14.0 (SAS institute, Cary, NC, USA) was used for statistical analysis.

Graphs were generated using GraphPad Prism version 8.0. Summary values for the learning curves

are expressed as mean ± SEM or median ± SEM, as noted in the figure legend. Boxplot were gener-

ated using the Tukey method. Scatter plots represent individual mice. Mouse numbers used are

indicated in the figure. Differences were considered statistically significant when p< 0.05.

The median of errors made by the animal each day was considered for analysis. Only hid-

den trials were used in the analysis. The AUC was calculated using the trapezoid method,

dividing the whole AUC into trapezoidal segments and counting the area of each segment sep-

arately, this was done for both errors and distance [29]. The sum of the area of all trapezoids is

the total AUC, visible and hidden trials were used for the analyses. We used the following for-

mula:

AUCtn� ðtn� 1Þ ¼ AUCt2� t1 þ AUCt3� t2 þ AUCtn� ðtn� 1Þ ¼

¼
P C1 þ C2

2

� �

ðt2 � t1Þ
� �

þ
C2þ C3

2

� �

ðt3 � t2Þ
� �

þ
Cn � 1þ Cn

2

� �

ðtn � tn� 1Þ

� �

Where:
AUC = area under the curve
c = errors or distance recorded at a specific time point
tn = time of observation of errors or distance at cn
tn-1 = time of prior observation corresponding of errors or distance at cn-1
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A mixed model design using a standard least squares method was used to test for statistical

differences between groups. Two models were compared. The first model included: day of test-

ing, experimental group, sex of mice, and all the interactions. The second model did not

include sex of mice (i.e., day of testing, experimental group and interaction). Overall, we did

not find a statistically significant effect of sex on the outcome measures and did not find that

the inclusion of sex improved our statistical model. Therefore, we report the results of the sec-

ond statistical model without sex of the mice included in the model. We have shown that the

sex of the mice affects response to the CHI for some variables [30]; thus, the data for the CHI

experiments were disaggregated by sex.

Results

Experiment 1: Use of cues in RAWM improves learning and memory

The goal of this experiment was to determine if cues were being used by the mice for the

visuo-spatial learning during RAWM test. Mice were tested for a total of 4 days. We evaluated

if the use of extra-maze cues and a visible escape platform is essential for the mice to learn the

task and has a positive influence on RAWM output, or if the mice were using other extra maze

cues or non-visuo-spatial search strategies. A 7-trial protocol was used to address this question,

in particular two conditions were considered: 1) mice were exposed to the pool that was

equipped with 4 extra-maze cues and a visible platform was used during training days (Fig

2A); 2) in this group of mice no extra-maze cues were used and mice were never allowed to

use a visible platform, mice were never trained. As shown in Fig 3A, we found that there was a

difference between mice trained (cues and visible platform) to locate the goal arm compared

to the mice without cues or access to visible platform (p = 0.0023). Also, the AUC (errors x tri-

als) indicated that mice used cues to learn RAWM assay quicker compared to mice not

exposed to cues (Fig 3B, p = 0.0003). In fact, number of errors made by the animals using cues

and a visible platform was significantly lower compared to mice not using any kind of cues.

Finally, both the total distance travelled (Fig 3C, p = 0.0031) and AUC (distance x trials) (Fig

3D, p = 0.0007) were significantly higher in mice not exposed to the use of cues.

Fig 3. Evaluation of the use of cues and visible platform during RAWM test. Mice were exposed to a 7-trial test for a total of 4-day. (A) A learning

curve of the median error per day is shown, a significant difference between mice using cues and mice not using cues was found (�p = 0.0023). In (B)

the area under the error curve confirmed that mice used cues to learn the task (���p = 0.0003). Average (mean) distance (C) and area under the

distance curve (D) showed that mice travelled more to locate the goal arm and escape platform as shown by the distance traveled (C, ����p<0.0001)

and AUC (D, ���p = 0.0007). In the AUC graphs male results are represented with the open symbol, instead females with closed symbol. Cues (n = 14;

6/8 ♂/♀); no cues (n = 17; 8/9 ♂/♀).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232862.g003
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Experiment 2: Scopolamine reduces learning ability in RAWM

Our next step was to use a pharmacological approach to validate this 7 trials RAWM protocol.

Scopolamine is a “gold standard” non-selective muscarinic compound particularly used for

validating learning and memory assay [31, 32]. These memory impairments are detected in a

large variety of cognitive tasks: spontaneous alternation and novel spatial recognition Y-maze

[31], Barnes maze test [33], contextual fear conditioning [33], MWM and RAWM [34]. Sco-

polamine is often used as a positive control compound for validating behavioral assays of

learning and memory [35]. Scopolamine (1 mg/Kg) or vehicle were administered 30 minutes

prior to trial 1 on each testing day. The median of errors made by scopolamine-treated mice

was higher compared to vehicle-treated mice (Fig 4A, p<0.0001). Scopolamine-treated mice

were able to learn the task, but slower compared to the vehicle group. AUC (errors x trials) is

higher in scopolamine-treated mice as shown in Fig 4B (p<0.0001). Distance was also signifi-

cantly different in scopolamine-treated mice (Fig 4C and 4D, p<0.0001). Hyperactivity has

been recorded after scopolamine treatment especially on day 1 as shown in Fig 4E, and this

hyperactivity was reduced over the next three days of test. Representative heat maps are shown

in Fig 4F. Vehicle-treated mice spent the majority of time in the goal arm as compared to the

scopolamine-treated group that explored more of the maze across the 4-day test as demon-

strated by a more yellow-red color across the entire RAWM apparatus.

Fig 4. Validation of RAWM test using scopolamine as a positive control, to induce cognitive impairments. Male and female mice were tested in the

RAWM test, scopolamine was given (1 mg/Kg; scop) 30 minutes prior to the start of testing on each day. (A) The median of errors made during the hidden

platform over the 4-day test, and (B) area under the error curve showed that scopolamine disturbs learning and memory. In (C) the average distance

traveled and (D) area under the distance curve confirmed that scopolamine-treated mice explore more the maze to escape. (E) Speed after scopolamine-

treatment is increased. (F) Representation of time spent throughout the RAWM test using a heat map. Vehicle mice had a strong preference for the goal

arm compared to scopolamine-treated mice that spend more time investigating the entire pool. Blue indicates that the mouse spends less time in that area

of the maze, while red demarcates where the mouse spends the majority of its investigative time. In the AUC graphs male results are represented with the

open symbol, instead females with closed symbol. ���p = 0.0007, ���� p<0.0001. Vehicle (n = 14; 7/7♂/♀); scopolamine (n = 16; 8/8♂/♀).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232862.g004
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Experiment 3: CHI impairs RAWM performance 2-week post-injury

In this experiment, we evaluated whether our 7-trial protocol was able to detect memory defi-

cits in a mTBI model. In the past, it has been shown that the same animal model of CHI was

memory impaired in a 6-arm RAWM when a 15-trial protocol and 2-day test [27, 36] and a

15-trial protocol and 4-day test [30] protocol were used. To compare differences between

SHAM and CHI mice, we used the median of errors made during the 4-day test (Fig 5A). We

Fig 5. CHI induced memory deficits in RAWM at 2-week post-injury. Presented as males and females combined (first row), or males

(second row) and females (third row) separately. While we found no statistical effect of sex, we nevertheless thought it important to

disaggregate and report the data by sex. (A) CHI- and SHAM-operated mice were able to learn the RAWM task, but CHI mice made more

errors compared to SHAM mice (����p<0.0001). (B) Area under the error curve confirmed that CHI mice were memory impaired (���

p = 0.0002). (C) Average distance travelled and (D) area under the distance curve show that CHI mice explored more than the SHAM group

(����p<0.0001). Male mice following a CHI made more errors than the SHAM injured mice either by day (E, ���p = 0.0004) or for the AUC

(F, ��p = 0.0054). The trend held when data was plotted as distance traveled by day (G, ����p<0.0001) or for the AUC (H, ��p = 0.017). CHI

was also found to cause worse performance in female mice for errors (I, ���p = 0.0005; J, �p = 0.016), and distance (K, ��p = 0.0014; L
�p = 0.026). Box-plot using Tukey method, with outliers shown in green. Sham (n = 40; 20/20 ♂/♀); CHI (n = 40; 20/20 ♂/♀).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0232862.g005
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found that sex had no effect on median errors per day (p = 0.814) and mice that received a

CHI performed worse on RAWM test than SHAM-operated mice (Fig 5A, p<0.0001). Both

groups were able to learn the task over the 4-day test indicated by a reduction in the number of

errors per day (Fig 5A, p<0.0001). Next, we compared the AUC for errors and similarly found

that following CHI there was an increased AUC (error x trials) indicating more errors and a

reduction in learning (Fig 5B, p = 0.0002). Finally, when analyzing distance measures, we

found that following CHI both distance travelled (Fig 5C, p<0.0001) and AUC (distance x tri-

als) (Fig 5D, p = 0.0001) were impaired.

Discussion

Because of the heterogeneity of TBI, RAWM protocols can sometimes not be sensitive enough

to detect injury-induced deficits in behavior. The goal of this paper was to provide a revised

protocol for an 8-arm 4-day RAWM test. We believe that our protocol will be a useful resource

for others attempting to standardize their behavioral assays, and those laboratories interested

in detecting subtle differences in cognitive function in mouse models of CNS injury or disease.

Our results indicate that using a weaker training protocol, like reducing the number of trials, is

more sensitive to identify differences in cognition related to a single mild CHI at 2-week post-

injury.

A major finding of our study was that the reduction in the number of trials significantly

separates the acquisition curves of CHI and SHAM mice and the sex of the mice had no effect

on results. Previously, we demonstrated that mice had memory impairment in a 6-arm

RAWM at 2 week post-CHI in a 4-day protocol and 15-trial per day [30] or in 2-day protocol

and 15-trial per day [27, 36]. In the current study we did not attempt to replicate our prior

RAWM protocols for a direct experimental comparison of effect size. With the knowledge that

training schedule and spacing of training sessions can impact learning ability [10–13, 24, 25],

we sought to determine if reduction of training increased the learning separation between

mice affected by mTBI and controls. Our results confirmed that reduction of total number of

trials increases the chance to separate learning impairment and this could be critical in a study

where new compounds to reverse the injury effect are used [37] or when a smaller injury effect

needs to be discovered [37]. A significant advantage using our new protocol is that more mice

could be tested in one session, reducing time of testing and variability between groups.

Reduction in the number of training per day reduces fatigue and stress in the animals. Liter-

ature supports our idea that reducing the number of trials per day and increasing the inter-

trial time helps the formation of long-term memory [10–12, 25, 26]. This is true not only in

RAWM, but also in MWM and NOR test as well as in other memory tasks [14] indicating that

our method may be able to be applied to other cognitive behavioral assays. Also, as mice are

less suitable to swimming compared to rats and are more sensitive to cold water [38], we think

that exposing the mice to a limited number of trials per day will reduce the risk of hypother-

mia, fatigue, and in particular the reduction of exposure to stress conditions [39].

The current study is not the first to use RAWM in rodent models of TBI. In addition to our

studies using RAWM in CHI models of TBI [27, 28, 30, 36], the RAWM has also been used in

models of TBI caused by a controlled cortical impact (CCI) and fluid percussion injury (FPI)

of varying injury severities. For instance, TBI-induced deficits have been reported following a

CCI using a two-day RAWM protocol [40, 41], and three-day RAWM protocol [42]. Deficits

in reversal learning in the RAWM has also been tested following a CCI [7, 43–45]. TBI-

induced deficits in the RAWM have also been reported following a FPI [46]. From our own

experience and work of others, the magnitude of the TBI-induced deficits varies even when a

similar strain of mice and TBI model of equivalent severity is used. Variability in rodent
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behavioral testing is not unique to the RAWM. Many external factors can contribute to vari-

ability, including the placement of external cues and the level of training and confidence of the

scientist performing the test. By providing our common data elements used for the RAWM, as

well as providing methods to train investigators new to the RAWM with scopolamine, we

hope to provide means to evaluate sources of variability and increase the reproducibility of the

test.

While we believe that this protocol is more sensitive to detecting changes in mouse models,

independent validation of behavioral protocols is important before conducting experiments.

Each laboratory should conduct their own validation and include a group of mice to be used as

positive control, in order to guarantee that the assay is reliable and consistent. Specially

because it has been demonstrated that test standardization does not guarantee the same results

across laboratories [47–49], due to variabilities that go beyond the scientist’s control. Labora-

tory environment, testing equipment, animal husbandry [47, 50], differences in the strains and

genetic modification, experience [51] and sex of experimenters performing the test [52] play a

robust role in behavioral results [51]. Validation is a key factor for obtaining trustable results

and the protocol needs to be full of details to reduce the risk of unreproducible results across

laboratory. A standard operating procedure should be created and used in each laboratory.

Moreover, to enhance reproducibility an automatic scoring software, exclusion criteria and

validation methods to train new experimenters should be established.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that: 1) the use of cues will improve the test acquisition, 2)

reduction in the number of trials improves learning, and 3) a single mild CHI in mice could

cause cognitive deficits detectable by the reduction of trials. We also provided a standard oper-

ating procedure and methods to validate the RAWM behavior for use in phenotyping other

mouse models or when a pharmacological treatment would be considered.
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